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ABSTRACT: We report on one-color experiments near 214 nm
involving the photodissociation of jet-cooled OCS to produce high
rotational states (40 < J < 80) of CO (X 1Σ+, v = 0, 1) which were
then ionized by 2+1 resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization via
the E 1Π state. The nominally forbidden Q-branch of the two-
photon E 1Π−X 1Σ+ transition is observed with intensity comparable
to the allowed R-branch. The bright character of the high-J Q-
branch lines can be described quantitatively as intensity borrowing
due to mixing of the E 1Π and C 1Σ+ states, using J-dependent
mixing coefficients extrapolated from the observed Λ-doubling in
the lower rotational levels of the E state. In addition to the
significant enhancement of Q-branch intensities above the values
predicted by conventional two-photon line strengths for a 1Π−1Σ+

transition, the high-J lines of the R- and P-branches appear to be suppressed in intensity by approximately a factor of 3
compared to the unperturbed low-J line strengths, most likely due to perturbations associated with a 1Σ− state. The E-state
rotational term values for J < 80, v = 0 derived from the present spectra agree within our measurement and calibration
uncertainties with the extrapolations based on the molecular constants previously derived from rotational levels with J < 50. The
E−X transition is attractive for future application to photodissociation dynamics and rotational polarization measurements of
CO photofragments, with convenient access to state-selective probing on multiple rotational branches, which exhibit different
sensitivity to fragment alignment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spec-
troscopy, combined with velocity-mapped ion imaging
provides a powerful means of gaining insight into the
photofragmentation dynamics of small molecules.1−8 For the
detection of CO photofragments, ionization using the 2+1
REMPI scheme via the B 1Σ+−X 1Σ+ transition near 230 nm or
the C 1Σ+−X 1Σ+ transition near 217 nm have been used in
previous studies.4−7,9 As a two-photon 1Σ+−1Σ+ transition, the
intensity is primarily in the Q-branch, which is nearly
insensitive to rotational polarization and photofragment vector
correlations.4 In order to assess rotational polarization effects
with ion imaging, we consider the E 1Π−X 1Σ+ 2+1 REMPI
system.10−13 Using this 1Π−1Σ+ transition, variations in the
polarization-dependent ion images will be sensitive to the
vector properties of the photodissociation, which can be
extracted from multiple images acquired in different geo-
metries and with different rotational branch transitions.14

The E 1Π state of CO has been extensively studied over
many years and is experimentally known from the one-photon
absorption spectroscopy of the E 1Π−X 1Σ+ system,15−17 as
well as from the E 1Π−A 1Π and E 1Π−B 1Σ+ emission

spectra.18,19 The E state is located above the dissociation
energy of CO, and the competition between fluorescence and
dissociation increasingly favors dissociation at higher vibra-
tional levels of the E state.16,20−22 The predissociation is
presumed to occur through a J-independent, homogeneous
electrostatic interaction with the continuum of the A 1Π state23

as well as through occasional local perturbations. The local
perturbations are identified through shifted, weakened, or extra
lines12,18,24 and attributed to spin−orbit interactions of certain
rotational levels of the E 1Π state with nearby levels of the k 3Π
state.18,22−25 Recent theoretical work23,26−28 has identified
Rydberg-valence interactions as being responsible for some of
the unusual 1Π levels higher in the VUV region, including the
E state, which is depicted as the inner portion of an adiabatic
double-well potential with E and E′ labels for the inner and
outer wells, connected by an avoided crossing. Configuration
interaction, mixing some valence E′ character into the
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primarily Rydberg E state, is invoked to mediate the indirect
spin−orbit interaction with the k 3Π levels.23,25,28

Predissociation rates from all low rotational levels of v = 0 in
the E state are fast enough to give a dissociation yield of about
90% and to suppress the fluorescence lifetime to about 1 ns,
without introducing perceptible broadening to the E−X (0−0)
line spectra.16,29 The predissociation rate is about 10 times
faster in v = 1 levels of the E state, as confirmed by both direct
time-domain fluorescence decay measurements29 and high-
resolution measurements of line broadening.22 Dispersed
fluorescence following electron impact excitation has been
observed to include E−X, C−X, and B−X emissions.21 The Q-
branch of the E−X (0−0) band emission was found to be
reduced to 63% of its expected value relative to P- and R-
branch intensity, in a 330 K spectrum, assuming unperturbed
Hönl−London factors for emission and no difference in the
excitation or predissociation rates for the two Λ components of
the E state. An enhanced predissociation rate was inferred that
appeared independent of J, but faster for the f component than
the e component. Such a J-independent, but Λ-selective
interaction cannot occur from a 1Π state. Indeed, in a
subsequent direct time-resolved measurement, a lifetime of 912
± 60 ps was reported for v = 0 of the E state,29 independent of
rotational temperature or rotational branch in a free-jet
experiment with sufficient spectral resolution to separate
rotational branches, but not individual rotational lines.
Numerous studies have explored the oscillator strengths,

emission yields, and predissociation of CO states in the
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) energy region to model the
astrophysical abundances, isotopic fractionation, and photo-
physics of CO in space environments.16,20,21,30−32 High-
resolution spectroscopic measurements of quasar backlit CO
absorption, including the E−X system, shifted into the visible
spectral region by large cosmological red shifts, have been used
to assess the constancy of the proton-to-electron mass ratio
over cosmological time scales.33 A recent atlas of CO
transitions in the VUV for astrophysical purposes summarizes
the extensive spectroscopic work on the CO E state, along with
many other nearby and potentially interacting states.31 Some of
the most informative features of these excited states come from
measurements of perturbations.34,35 They can be revealed by
intensity irregularities, missing or extra lines, spectral shifts, line
widths and lifetimes, and predissociation product state
distributions.36 The perturbations may be independent of J,
increasing with J, or they may occur only for specific rotational
levels, and for degenerate electronic states, they may occur for
either or both Λ components, according to the mutually
interacting states and the type of interaction. Variations among
isotopomers can further help to characterize the states involved
and mechanisms.22,23,29 In most of these spectroscopic studies,
the observed rotational states were limited to those
substantially populated at or below room temperature, typically
for J < 20, or in one case,24 in deliberately heated samples, up
to J < 50.
The E−X system of CO has also been observed by 2+1

REMPI spectroscopy10−12,24 and found to be suitable for state-
resolved probing of the CO X state.37 For thermal samples of
CO, the REMPI intensities were found to closely match the
conventional line strengths for O-, P-, R-, and S-branches in
the E−X origin band, after accounting for a slight suppression
of the CO+ signal at higher rotational states, attributed to
secondary photodissociation of CO+.2,11 A weak, unresolved
Q-branch bandhead was observed, and as expected, no high-J

Q-branch lines were observed or reported. A slight suppression
of all S-branch lines was reported, compared to the other
branches observed in a thermal CO sample.11 In the present
report, we find dramatically different behavior in the very high
rotational states produced in the UV photodissociation of
OCS, as the J-dependent state mixing becomes increasingly
important.
Previous work from this laboratory1 reported on the

photodissociation of OCS followed by probing CO in the
214 nm region, through the E state, in a one-color experiment.
At this excitation energy OCS photodissociation produces
S(1D) and almost exclusively very high rotational states of CO
(40 < J < 80) in vibrational states v = 0 and v = 1. The E−X
spectrum for these hot rotational states was observed and used
to characterize the rotational distribution, primarily using the
S-branch lines. The P- and O-branches of the E−X band
display congested band heads at these high rotational levels
and are not particularly useful for state-resolved measurements
(see Figure 2 below). An extra set of lines was observed in the
CO spectrum that is not predicted from either v = 0 or v = 1 of
CO between 214.5 and 215 nm that we now attribute to Q-
branch lines from high rotational states of both v = 0 and v = 1
of the CO ground state, despite the rapidly decreasing two-
photon line strength for Q-branch lines expected at increasing J
for a 1Π−1Σ+ transition.38

The peculiar property of OCS photodissociation that
channels enormous energy into CO photofragment rotation
through direct dissociation in a linear-to-bent transition opens
wide an experimental window to observe J-dependent state
mixing and perturbations that are weak and hard to
characterize in cold or thermal samples. While by no means
a universal method, this combination of photolytic preparation
with prompt spectroscopic probing39 can address some of the
same properties of superexcited rotational levels that have
recently been the subjects of investigation in optical centrifuge
studies.40−43

Section 2 is a brief description of the experimental details.
Section 3.1 is an overview of the CO E−X spectrum from the
one-color OCS experiment. The additional lines observed are
confirmed in section 3.2 to be high-J Q-branch transitions
based on the photofragment kinetic energy balance and the
radii of the CO+ ion images. The (1−1) band of the CO E−X
transition is also observed in this spectral region, and the
separation of the blended spectrum into its (0−0) and (1−1)
components can be enhanced by selective detection of
different velocity components of the ion signals. The two-
state mixing of C 1Σ+ and E 1Π states that accounts for the
large Λ-doublet splitting in the E state is invoked to obtain the
J-dependent mixing coefficients and effective line strengths for
Q- and S-branch lines in section 3.3. Section 3.4 addresses the
information carried in the overlapping and only partially
resolved (0−0) and (1−1) bands of the E−X spectrum. The
discussion of section 4 addresses the relative intensities of the
other rotational branches, terminating in the f-symmetry
component of the E state. While not as dramatic as the
appearance of nominally forbidden transitions in the Q-branch,
the R-branch intensities appear suppressed by about a factor of
3 relative to the S-branch intensities, but only at the high-J
levels accessed in the OCS photodissociation. The selective
suppression of ionization for the high-J, f-symmetry Λ
components of the E 1Π state suggests a previously unreported
predissociation involving a 1Σ− state. We conclude with the
prospects for future use of these transitions in photo-
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dissociation studies and extended spectroscopic investigations
of the VUV states of CO.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The molecular beam/velocity-map ion-imaging apparatus has
been described in detail elsewhere.44,45 In brief, the apparatus
consists of three collinear regions containing the pulsed
molecular beam source, the main interaction chamber, and the
detector. During operation the source is evacuated by a
diffusion pump and the other regions are each evacuated by a
turbomolecular pump. Typical operating pressures are 1 ×
10−4, 2 × 10−6, and 1 × 10−7 Torr, for the source, main, and
detector regions, respectively. A General Valve series 9 pulsed
valve produces a free jet expansion in the source region. The
molecular beam is collimated by an electroformed skimmer
between the source and main regions. In the main region, the
laser beam intersects the molecular beam at 90°, photo-
dissociating the OCS sample and ionizing CO photoproducts.
Velocity mapping is accomplished using two Einzel lenses
which accelerate the ions along the molecular beam axis,
toward the detector region. The detector assembly consists of a
pair of chevron microchannel plates (MCPs) and a P-47
phosphor screen. The signal from the phosphor screen was
viewed by a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube for
REMPI spectra, or by an IDS uEye gated CCD camera for
images.
The sample through the pulsed nozzle was obtained by

flowing He at a pressure of 1 atm through a bubbler of OCS
maintained at 196 K, resulting in an OCS mole fraction of
∼0.25. A single laser pulse was used to dissociate OCS and
probe the nascent CO fragments. A Spectra Physics Pro-230-
10 Nd:YAG was used to pump a Lambda Physik Scanmate dye
laser to produce wavelengths ranging from 426 to 432 nm
(Exalite/1,4-dioxane). The output was frequency doubled
using a type I β barium borate crystal (BBO) and focused into
the time-of-flight interaction region with a 250 mm focal length
lens. The 213−216 nm light was linearly polarized parallel to
the image plane and had pulse energies ranging from 0.5 to 3
mJ/pulse and an estimated UV line width of about 0.5 cm−1.
Dye laser frequency calibration was accomplished by reference
to accurate CO X v = 0, J and CO E, v = 0, J term values
tabulated in the recent atlas of Lemaire et al.31

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1. 2+1 E-X REMPI Spectra of CO. Previously reported
REMPI spectra of room temperature samples of CO using the
E−X transition11,12 show the expected rotational structure of a
1Π−1Σ+ spectrum, with O- and P-branch lines extending to the
red of the band origin, R- and S-branches shaded to the blue,
and a weak Q-branch with intensity from only the lowest few
rotational states. Figure 1 depicts the stick spectrum
corresponding to a 300 K sample, for which the most probable
rotational state is J = 7. In contrast, the photodissociation of
OCS produces CO with a highly inverted rotational
distribution,1,3,4,8,46 peaked around J = 60, as depicted
qualitatively in Figure 2. For this rotational distribution, one
expects bandheads in the O- and P-branches, while the R- and
S-branches consist of well-resolved lines. With normal two-
photon line strength factors for a 1Π−1Σ+ transition, the Q-
branch would be undetectable, but in Figure 2 the stick spectra
are depicted with magnitudes derived only from lower state
populations, for the sake of illustration.

From this figure, it can be seen that the R- and S-branches
will be most useful for state-resolved ion imaging experiments,
subject to such a rotational state distribution. In the two-
photon transition, the S-, Q-, and O-branch lines sample the e-
symmetry Λ-doublets, and the R- and P-branch lines sample
the f-symmetry Λ-doublets. The E−X (1−1) band will have
approximately the same structure, with an offset in the band
origin of about 9.6 cm−1 to the blue. The (1−1) Franck−
Condon factor is within a few percent of that for the (0−0)
band,1 as the potential energy curve for CO X 1Σ+ is similar to
that for the X 2Σ+ state of CO+ and its associated Rydberg
states.21

Figure 3 shows the S-, Q-, and R-branches of the
experimental spectrum, with rotational assignments for the
(0−0) and (1−1) bands. The simulation will be discussed in
section 3.3. The experimental REMPI spectrum is a composite
of multiple shorter wavelengths scans, correcting for laser
power and changes in the photodissociation cross section,
although the latter effect was minimal. The vertical scaling of
adjacent scan segments was adjusted to match the amplitudes
of several common transitions shared by successive, over-
lapping scans.
The observation of transitions reaching higher rotational

states of the E state of CO than have been previously reported

Figure 1. CO E−X stick spectrum and Fortrat parabolas for a 300 K
thermal rotational distribution.

Figure 2. CO E−X stick spectrum and Fortrat parabolas for hot
photofragment CO distribution. All rotational branches are depicted
with amplitude derived only from lower state population, ignoring line
strength factors.
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provides an opportunity to compare the rotational energies of
E-state “super-rotors”states with rotational energies in excess
of 10 000 cm−1with the predictions of molecular constants
derived from accurate measurements of rotational levels
restricted to less than half of that energy. Despite the long
polynomial extrapolation, the high-J line positions predicted
from the previously published effective rotational constants for
the e- and f-symmetry components of the E state18,24,47 are
mutually consistent and within the approximately 0.5 cm−1

confidence limits of our newly measured values. A previous
publication from this laboratory1 reported inappropriately
adjusted rotational constants and lacked an accurate dye laser
calibration, although the correspondence between spectral
features and line assignments was correct. After the dye laser
calibration is corrected, previously published molecular
constants for the v = 0 and v = 1 levels of the X and E
states47,48 are completely adequate to identify all the observed
lines.
A particularly compelling case can be made for these

Rydberg super-rotors as a laboratory for new examples of state
mixing and perturbations in CO, as the very high angular
momentum leads to strong enhancement of rotation-induced
interaction matrix elements that are too small to matter in cold
or thermal samples.
3.2. Kinetic Energy Measurements of CO Photofrag-

ments. The transitions now attributed to Q-branch transitions
of the E−X (0−0) and (1−1) bands were not initially
anticipated, due to our presumption of vanishing line strengths
in the REMPI spectrum. A kinetic energy balance based on the
photon energy, the ion image radius, and the putative
assignment was thus used to verify the assignments. Similar
methods have been described for pixel-to velocity calibration,
or refinement of the bond dissociation energy of OCS in
previous work.3,5,8 Conservation of energy leads to the
equation

ν= − + = +E h D E E J E(v, )available 0 OCS CO trans (1)

where hν is the photon energy, D0 is the OCS dissociation
energy for the S (1D) + CO (v = 0, J = 0) pathway, EOCS and

ECO(v, J) are the internal energies of the OCS precursor and
CO photofragment, respectively, and Etrans is the total
translational energy of the CO and S (1D) photofragments.
For jet-cooled OCS photodissociation precursor molecules,
EOCS can be neglected. At the highest rotational states
measured there is a contribution from the ν2 hotband but
these features can be easily resolved from the signal originating
from vibrationless OCS parent. Throughout the CO E−X
spectral region, the mass 28 ion images display one or two
rings of various radii, corresponding to the recoil velocities of
CO (J) in v = 0 or v = 1, as the rotational transitions come into
resonance. For the unambiguous S-branch transitions of the
(0−0) band, the trend in measured radius with the CO
rotational state permits a calibration of velocity to image pixel
size, which can then be used to compute total translational
energy of the putative Q-branch CO transitions. Using our
spectral assignments along with rotational constants for X state
v = 0 and v = 1, the internal energies of the CO
photofragments could be calculated. Figure 4 shows a plot of
the difference in energy between the photolysis photon energy
and the calculated internal energy of the CO fragment versus
the experimental translational energy for the transitions we

Figure 3. Q-, R-, S-branches of the (0−0) and (1−1) bands of the E-X 2+1 REMPI spectrum of CO. The x-axis is plotted in two photon energies.
The experimental spectrum is shown on top (black). Simulated spectrum Q (green), R (blue), and S (purple) branches are shown below. The
simulation is scaled to the S-branch experimental intensities.

Figure 4. Translational energy analysis using experimentally derived
speeds for v = 0 and v = 1 CO fragments using eq 1. The y-intercept
of 34 688 cm−1 is consistent with previously reported values of D0 for
the S(1D) channel.
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have assigned to Q-branch lines originating in v = 0, J = 55, 58,
64, 67, 70, 74 and v = 1, J = 61, and 64. A linear fit results in a
slope of 0.97 ± 0.03 and the y-intercept of 34 688 cm−1, in
excellent agreement with the previously published D0 for the S
(1D) channel of 34 620 cm−1,3 supporting the assignment of
the Q-branch.
3.3. C and E State Mixing: Λ-Doubling and Intensity

Borrowing. For a quantitative estimate of the relative
intensities of the nominally forbidden Q-branch and the fully
allowed S-and O-branches, we consider the L-uncoupling
interaction of the C and E states. The deperturbation analysis
of Le Floch19 used accurate experimental term values for the e-
and f-symmetry levels of the CO E 1Π state (v = 0), assuming
the perturbation is only due to the nearby C 1Σ+ state, the
accurate term values of which have also been modified by the
perturbation. The J-dependent mixing accounts for the Λ-
doubling, and also the intensity borrowing that makes the two-
photon Q-branch transitions visible. The f-symmetry energy
levels of the E state are given by the unperturbed term values:

νΠ = = + − − −T J T B x D x(E , 0, ) ( 1) ( 1)1
0
E

0
E

0
E 2

(2)

with x = J(J + 1), and the molecular constants, T, B, and D as
tabulated by Le Floch.19 The e-symmetry eigenvalues are the
result of diagonalizing a 2 × 2 interaction matrix for the C state
and the e-symmetry component of the E state. The diagonal
matrix elements are

νΣ = = + −T J T B x D x(C , 0, ) ( ) ( )1
0
C

0
C

0
C 2

(3)

and the unperturbed E-state term values are from eq 2. The
off-diagonal rotation-electronic mixing is given by

ν ν β⟨ Σ = | | Π = ⟩ =T J T J xH(C , 0, ) (E , 0, ) 21 RE 1 e
(4)

with β a mixing parameter to be determined by fitting, along
with the zero-order rotational constants for E and C states, in
order to match the set of eigenvalues to the observed term
values. The perturbed eigenstates are mixtures of the zero-
order E and C states:

ψ α ψ α ψ= +E E E
0

C C
0

(5)

where αE and αC are mixing coefficients in the E state
eigenvector, normalized such that |αE|

2 + |αC|
2 = 1, and |αC|

2 is
a quantitative measure of the J-dependent Σ character of the e-
symmetry E state levels. Note that this deperturbation
approach gives zero-order rotational constants that are not
identical to the effective B and D constants for the e- and f-
symmetry levels of the E state, as was done in other
analyses.18,24,47

E state term values up to J = 20 and C state term values up
to J = 32 were used by Le Floch to determine zero-order
molecular constants and the value of β = 1.735 cm−1.19 We
have used these parameters to calculate the eigenvectors of the
mixed C and E states at the higher rotational levels accessed
from the OCS photofragments. For the rotational levels J < 30
used in the spectroscopic deperturbation analysis, the Σ
character |αC|

2 does not exceed 1%. However, the Σ character
increases approximately quadratically with J, reaching 2% at J =
42, 4% at J = 61, and 6% at J = 76. The effective two-photon
line strength for the E−X Q-branch at these high rotational
levels is entirely derived from the C state character of the E
state, |αC|

2.
The trial simulation of the E−X REMPI spectrum shown at

the bottom of Figure 3 was thus calculated, using v = 0 and v =

1 rotational state populations adapted from Wei et al.,1 and a
Q-branch line strength for a Σ−Σ transition times the J-
dependent |αC|

2 fractional weight, for both v = 0 and v = 1. The
O- and S-branch line strengths will also be affected by the
mixing of a small amount of a Σ−Σ path with the dominant
Π−Σ path, with the possibility of interference. In this trial
simulation, we have ignored any possible interference and
computed a spectrum based on an incoherent sum of the
similar line strength factors weighted by minor |αC|

2 and
dominant |αE|

2 upper state characters. As the R- and P-branch
transitions terminate on the f-symmetry level, pure Π−Σ line
strengths were used in the trial simulation of these branches.
The comparison of experimental and simulated spectra is
presented in Figure 3. The relative intensities and contours of
the S- and Q-branches are well reproduced in this simulation,
where the visibility of the same e-symmetry levels is
independent of J in the S-branch and quadratically increasing
with J in the Q-branch. The R-branch, which terminates in the
nominally unperturbed f-symmetry levels of the E state, is
observed to be about 3 times weaker than the simulation. This
relative suppression is not appreciably altered over the
accessible range of laser intensities for which acceptable
spectra could be recorded.

3.4. Comparisons of the (0−0) and (1−1) Bands.
Previous work on the 214 nm photodissociation of OCS from
this laboratory1 reported CO rotational distributions in v = 0
and v = 1, and concluded that about 20% of the CO product
was formed in v = 1 of the X state. This was based on the
velocity distribution of S (1D) products from ion imaging,
combined with v = 0 and v = 1 rotational state distributions
deduced from the interleaved S-branches of the (0−0) and
(1−1) bands of the E−X REMPI spectrum. The relative
REMPI intensities of the S-branches of the (0−0) and (1−1)
bands agreed closely with the vibrational branching ratio
deduced from the S (1D) image. The CO internal energy
distribution derived from the sulfur ion image cannot be
affected by any differences in the CO absorption line strengths,
Franck−Condon factors, predissociation, or partial saturation,
leading to the conclusion that the absolute sensitivity for
REMPI detection of the high rotational states of CO (X) v = 0
and v = 1 using the S-branches of the (0−0) and (1−1) E−X
bands is similar.1 In the present work, the relative intensities of
the Q-branch lines in the interleaved (0−0) and (1−1) bands
can be compared to the analogous S-branch lines to assess
possible differences in the apparent rotational distributions and
the apparent vibrational branching, as indicators of the J-
dependent effective line strengths and any additional vibra-
tional state dependence to the REMPI sensitivity. We
anticipate no significant vibrational dependence to the mixing
of the C and E states, as the electronic Σ/Π mixing is close to a
classic “pure precession” mixing of the 3pπ and 3pσ Rydberg
states,49 for which the vibrational dependence should be
minor. Indeed, the Λ-doubling q parameter in the E state v = 1
is 0.011 45(9) cm−1 compared to 0.011 82(3) in v = 0.24

Accordingly, the simulation shown in Figure 3, with its
expanded Q-branch region shown in Figure 5, has been
computed with the same assumed J-dependent Q-branch line
strengths derived from the Λ-doubling parameter for both v =
0 and v = 1 photoproducts. With no additional assumptions
about the relative REMPI sensitivity of these two bands, the
simulation of the interleaved Q-branch region is satisfactory,
showing an enhancement in the relative intensity of the higher
rotational lines compared to the S-branch spectra, and a similar
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apparent vibrational branching ratio in both S-branch and Q-
branch regions.
As a check on the consistency of this partitioning of the

blended spectrum into (0−0) and (1−1) contributions, images
were taken at several wavelengths where Q lines of the (0−0)
and (1−1) bands coincide, and the relative contributions of v
= 0 and v = 1 fragments could be determined from the ion
images. The inset in Figure 6 shows an image taken at 214.894

nm, where the Q(58) line of the (0−0) band and the Q(64)
line of the (1−1) band are both resonantly excited. The polar
onion peeling method was used to reconstruct the 3D
fragment distribution from the 2D image.50 The resulting
angle-averaged 1D speed distribution is shown in Figure 6. The
relative contributions of v = 0, J = 58 and v = 1, J = 64 can be
determined by integrating the features in the speed
distribution. The v = 0 and v = 1 features were fit with
Gaussian functions, and the Gaussian peaks were integrated,
yielding a v = 0 contribution of 68% and a v = 1 contribution
of 32%. The decomposition of the REMPI spectrum into (0−
0) and (1−1) contributions has the relative contributions at
this wavelength of 73% and 27%. Comparable agreement was
found for several other overlapped lines in the spectrum. The
ion image analysis provides a consistency check on the

decomposition of the REMPI spectrum into blended (0−0)
and (1−1) contributions, supporting a common, J-dependent
effective line strength function for the Q(0−0) and Q(1−1)
bands. The similarity of the relative band intensities of the (0−
0) to (1−1) REMPI spectra to the unbiased vibrational
branching ratio based on the sulfur ion image suggests that the
known differences in predissociation rates from v = 0 and v = 1
of the E state (at least at low rotational levels)22,29 is
insufficient to cause a difference in the REMPI intensities. The
ratio of (1−1) to (0−0) intensities in the Q-branch, as in the
S- and R-branches, showed no discernible dependence on the
laser intensity for pulse energies between 0.5 and 3 mJ. This
suggests that in this intensity range, which is on the order of
108 to 109 W/cm2, the enhanced predissociation rates from the
E state v = 1 levels compared to v = 0 are still insufficient to
compete with a strongly saturated ionization step. This point is
relevant to the discussion of section 4.2 below, where
perturbation effects on the P- and R-branch intensities are
considered.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Relative Branch Intensities: Q and S Branches.

The relative strengths of the Q- and S-branches are
satisfactorily modeled with a J-dependent state mixing of the
e-symmetry levels, for both a thermal spectrum, where only the
lowest J Q-branch lines are visible, and for the OCS
photofragment spectrum, where the CO rotational distribution
is dominated by very high rotational levels, between 40 and 80.
The qualitative observation that the Q-branch becomes
increasingly bright at high-J is well accounted for in this two-
state mixing model. In retrospect, this is a natural consequence
of the well-documented Λ-doubling mechanism, but we are
unaware of previous examples of Q branch lines becoming
bright at high rotational levels for a two-photon transition
between 1Σ+ and 1Π states.
Hippler has described a type of interference effect in two-

photon line strengths51 that can lead to unexpected deviations
from the line strengths originally given by Bray and
Hochstrasser.38 This discrepancy only applies to ΔΛ = 0
transitions for Λ > 0, for which the C 2Π−X 2Π 2+1 REMPI
spectrum of NO has been used as an example. This type of
interference does not occur in a two-photon 1Π−1Σ+

transition, such as the CO E−X spectrum and cannot be the
source of the anomalous intensities. The increasingly mixed
character of the rotationally excited E state does allow for
coherent mixtures of perpendicular 1Π−1Σ+ and parallel
1Σ+−1Σ+ two-photon transition moments, with possible cross
terms, which may play a role in modifying the S and O branch
intensities, when both paths are allowed. The relatively small
relative amplitude for the 1Σ+−1Σ+ path limits the expected
significance of this interference in the S and O branches, while
the near zero contribution from the perpendicular path to the
Q-branch makes the cross term negligible.

4.2. Relative Branch Intensities: P and R Branches.
The one-photon E−X (0−0) spectrum shows a progressive
enhancement of the P-branch lines relative to the R-branch
lines at increasing J, with a complementary suppression of
high-J P-branch lines relative to R in the C−X (0−0) band.17
This can be described as an interference effect in the transition
amplitudes caused by the J-dependent mixing of parallel and
perpendicular transition moments, as described on page 388 of
Lefebvre-Brion and Field.34 In the one-photon spectrum, the
P- and R-branches terminate in e-symmetry levels, the only

Figure 5. Expanded Q branch region of Figure 3. The x-axis is plotted
in two photon energies. The experimental spectrum (black) is shown
above, and the simulated spectrum is shown below, highlighting the
decomposition into (0−0) and (1−1) branch lines.

Figure 6. CO photofragment velocity distribution (black dots) and
simulation (red line) at 214.894 nm, where the Q(58) and Q(64)
lines of the (0−0) and (1−1) bands are simultaneously excited. The
velocity distribution was extracted from the reconstruction of the ion
image taken at 214.894 nm (shown in inset).
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ones that mix with the C 1Σ+ state. This intensity anomaly is
another face of the same e-symmetry mixing of Σ+−Π+ states
that makes the two-photon Q-branch of the E−X spectrum
bright at high-J.
In the two-photon E−X transition, P- and R-branch

transitions terminate in the f-symmetry Λ-doublets of the E
state, which are not subject to this rotationally mediated
interaction with the C 1Σ+ state. While appearing with normal
intensities in the REMPI spectrum of thermal samples11,12 the
high-J lines of the R-branch observed in the one-laser OCS
photodissociation experiment appear reduced in intensity by
approximately a factor of 3 compared to the e-symmetry lines
of the S-branch. A J-dependent loss of intensity in the R-
branch lines should be detectable as a stronger suppression of
the higher rotational states than the lower ones within the
range of levels produced in the photodissociation. Such an
apparent shift in the R-branch intensities to lower rotational
levels than the S-branch intensity distribution is discernible,
but subject to large uncertainties, due to the blending of (0−0)
and (1−1) band lines and uncertainties associated with power
normalization. The REMPI spectrum of room temperature
samples of CO, in contrast, shows no strong branch-specific
intensity deviations from unperturbed Π−Σ line strengths,
apart from a weakly and uniformly suppressed S-branch
intensity, and some intensity and wavelength-dependent effects
attributed to secondary photodissociation of the CO+ ion
signals.11,12 Our measurements of P- and O-branch intensities
for the high rotational states are subject to the uncertainty of
comparing strong, unresolved O- and P-branch bandheads
with the much weaker, resolved lines of Q-, R-, and S-branches.
It appears, however, that the P-branch signals for the OCS
photoproduct rotational states are similarly suppressed
compared to the anticipated spectral intensity relative to the
O-branch using unperturbed line strengths.
The suppression of high-J R- (and P-) branch intensities

relative to both low-J R-branch intensities and relative to high-J
S-branch intensities encourages us to consider specific
perturbations of the f-symmetry Λ component of the E state.
Only a perturbing state of 1Σ− symmetry will selectively affect
the higher rotational levels of f-symmetry in a 1Π state. The I
1Σ− state of CO is the lowest energy state of this symmetry,
correlating to ground-state atomic states O (3P) + C (3P), with
a d o m i n a n t e l e c t r o n i c c o n fi g u r a t i o n
(1σ)2(2σ)2(3σ)2(4σ)2(5σ)2(1π)3(2π)1: a valence π3π* state.
The I state is known from direct absorption in the quadrupole-
allowed I 1Σ−−X 1Σ+ transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet52

and through localized perturbations in the A 1Π state (v = 0)
near J = 50, giving intensity to the perturbing f-symmetry
levels.53 The I state is unbound at the energy of the E state (v
= 0), so one should not expect strong level shifts from the
mixing of E 1Π (f) levels with the I 1Σ− continuum, but the
perturbation could cause a reduction in absorption intensity by
mixing with the dark state, and/or a reduction in the CO+

signal by enhancing the predissociation rate in competition
with the ionization step. The interaction of narrow with broad
perturbing levels is discussed on pages 672−683 of ref 34,
where the possibility of strong intensity anomalies without
significant frequency shifts is pointed out.
One problem with this explanation for the reduced intensity

of high rotational levels of f-symmetry in the E 1Π state is that
the dominant electronic configuration at the E state vibrational
minimum is ...4σ25σ11π43π1, featuring a Rydberg 3pπ
electron.54 This electron configuration differs by more than a

single spin orbital from that of the I 1Σ− state, making the
electronic-rotational coupling weak. Two plausible explan-
ations can be considered. The strong coupling observed for the
e-symmetry interaction of C and E states mixes states which
primarily differ in the 3pσ vs 3pπ Rydberg electron, added to
the 2Σ+ CO+ core. An analogous perturbation by a Rydberg
1Σ− state derived from the ...4σ25σ21π33π1 configuration would
be a possible mechanism, for which the coupled states differ
only in the X 2Σ+ vs the A 2Π CO+ core. To our knowledge,
this 1Σ− Rydberg state has not previously been characterized.
The perturbations would closely resemble the mixing known
between the X 2Σ+ and A 2Π states of CO+. If this 1Σ− Rydberg
state is responsible for the selective high-J perturbation of f-
symmetry Λ-doublets, one may also expect interaction with the
isoconfigurational 1Δ Rydberg state to affect both e- and f-
symmetry Λ components at high J.
A second plausible mechanism is perturbation by the I 1Σ−

valence state, mediated by the E′ 1Π state, which provides
partial valence character to the primarily Rydberg E 1Π state.
The outer well of the E/E′ state is described27 by a mixture of
two dominant valence electronic configurations: ...
(4σ)2(1π)3(5σ)1(2π)2 and ...(4σ)1(1π)4(5σ)2(2π)1. The first
is isoconfigurational with the k 3Π state, which allows the
indirect spin−orbit perturbations of the E state to occur by
means of its partial E′ valence character.23,25 The second
dominant configuration differs by a single spin−orbital from
the valence I 1Σ− with its configuration ...4σ21π35σ22π1.
Configuration interaction that mixes valence character from
the E′ into the E state could account for a homogeneous
electronic-rotational mixing of the high-J f-symmetry compo-
nent of the E state by the I 1Σ− state. Further ab initio study
would be appropriate to investigate these possibilities.
Even with a plausible candidate for perturbing the f levels of

the E state, there are unconfirmed quantitative details. The
complete mixing of a bright level with a single dark state can
cause at most a 50% reduction of the absorption intensity,
seemingly insufficient to account for a 3-fold reduction, as
discussed on p 371 of ref 34. The attribution of the reduced
intensity to enhanced predissociation rates is also problematic.
If an enhanced predissociation rate were to be the cause of the
reduced intensity of high-J R-branch lines, one would also
expect to see a reduced sensitivity to CO v = 1 when observed
through the (1−1) band of the E−X transition, since
predissociation from v = 1 in the E state is known to be
about 10 times faster than from v = 0, at least for low and
moderate rotational states.16,22,29 Instead, the uncorrected
relative intensities of the (0−0) and (1−1) bands in Q-, R-,
and S-branches all appear to be consistent with the branching
ratio of CO photoproducts produced in v = 1 and v = 0, as
independently derived from the sulfur ion image at a similar
excitation wavelength near 214 nm, which has no spectro-
scopic bias for the CO fragment states.1 One might hope to
verify the kinetic effect of predissociation in competition with
ionization, as has been done, for example, on isolated
rotational predissociations characterized by Baker et al.12

The suppression of ionization through the Je = Jf = 6 states of
the E state v = 0 in 13C16O, for example, was found to be
strongly enhanced at low laser powers relative to nearby
unperturbed levels, even as the spectral shift associated with
the perturbation was too small to measure. Cassiani et al.24

have pointed out the challenges of quantitative interpretation
of the suppression of REMPI intensities in terms of
predissociation rates under tight focusing conditions and we
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concur. Unfortunately, the usable dynamic range for intensity-
dependent measurements is restricted in these one-color
experiments, where the same laser produces and probes the
photofragments, and nonresonant background at mass-to-
charge 28 raises the minimum laser intensity required for high-
quality spectra. With a measured intensity dependence over a
wider range, it might be possible to clarify the possible role of
differential saturation that presently eludes us. Furthermore, if
enhanced predissociation accounts for the reduced REMPI
intensities, there should be an incremental line broadening of
the R-branch two-photon lines compared to S- or Q-branch
REMPI transitions at these high rotational levels. All of the
transitions we have observed are limited by laser bandwidth,
power broadening and Doppler broadening at the high
photofragment velocities, making such a predicted incremental
lifetime broadening unobservable by our measurements.

5. CONCLUSION
Anomalous Q-branch intensity has been observed in the E−X
2+1 REMPI spectrum of highly rotationally excited CO
fragments arising from the photodissociation of OCS around
214 nm. The assignment of the Q-branch has been confirmed
through velocity mapped ion imaging experiments. The
observed Q-branch intensity is well described by a J-dependent
linear combination of Σ−Σ and Σ−Π line strengths, with
weights directly derived from the Λ-doubling parameter that
characterizes the mixing of the E 1Π state with the nearby C
1Σ+ state. The apparent suppression of the P- and R-branches,
which should be unaffected by the C state mixing, provides a
tantalizing hint of previously unobserved perturbations by a
1Σ− state, but remains currently unconfirmed.
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